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IM Chemistry 
May 2006 Session 

Examiners’ Report 
 

Part 1: Statistical Information  

 
The examination consists of a single 3-hour paper divided into three sections: all fourteen 
short questions in Sections A and the five, longer and structured questions in section B 
are compulsory while candidates choose 2 questions from four essay-type items in 
Section C. 
 
Thirty four candidates registered and sat the examination. 
 
The grade distribution was as follows: 
 

Grade A B C D E F Absent Total 
No. of candidates 6 5 7 2 6 8 0 34 

 
The average mark was 54%, which is 2 percentage points higher than for May 2005.  
 
 
Part 2: Comments regarding performance  
 
Many candidates appeared to find difficulty presenting extended answers (in Section C) 
in a logical manner. These answers tend to be very brief and with essential details 
omitted. When compared with performance in previous examinations, this year’s students 
appear to have mastered better those areas in intermediate chemistry that require 
numerical computations, e.g., on moles, enthalpy changes and work related to 
equilibrium constant equations. Questions on organic chemistry were the least well-
answered. 
 
Specific remarks on individual questions follow and are intended to be read in 
conjunction with the examination paper.  
 
Section A 
 
In questions (Qs) 1 and 2, only few students gave complete and correct answers. In Q 1, 
there was some confusion between allotrope and isotope; in Q2, while several students 
could give a correct explanation relating group affiliation with ionisation energy, the 
same students managed to misplace element B in the Periodic Table.  In Q3, many 
respondents failed to recognize the presence of the dative bond in the ammonium ion.  Q4 
was, on the whole, very badly answered: few candidates recognized that the given 
compounds were aromatic, even if this was stated explicitly in the item; only one 
candidate gave correct reagents and conditions for converting nitrobenzene to 
phenylamine; few knew how to explain delocalisation of electrons.   
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In Q 5 on the flame test, the colours ‘blue’ or ‘purple’ were not accepted as descriptors 
for potassium nitrate. In Q 6, XeF4 was frequently described as having no lone pairs. 
Also, some candidates do not seem to realize that in electronic configuration diagrams, 
electrons are shown in pairs and not singly (unless for free radicals). Q 7 was answered 
reasonably well by most candidates: a few confused the terms exothermic and 
endothermic and stated that the rate determining step was the second (or faster) step 
which suggests they fail to understand the concept (if not the English) of the term ‘rate-
determining’. Q 8, on intermolecular forces, while not very demanding, got few good 
answers. In Q 9 some candidates seemed to confuse proton transfer with redox reactions. 
 
Q 10, a simple question on the mass spectroscopy of chloroethane was reasonably well 
answered although responses that suggest that H2Cl+ is the species with mass to charge 
ratio 37 are worrying. Only one candidate scored full marks in Q 11 on the writing of 
ionic equations with several failing to obtain any marks at all: this is a basic subject area 
which may need more attention in class. Qs 12, 13 and 14 were generally well answered. 
 
Section B 
 
Even the weaker candidates scored highly in both Q 15 on oxidation numbers and 
calculations using molar quantities and Q 18 on periodic properties of elements. Q 16, on 
the other hand, dealing with organic chemistry was not too well answered. Many students 
confused the terms ‘ester’ and ‘ether’ and do not seem to be able to distinguish aldehydes 
from ketones. The isomers of C5H12 were listed in the correct order of boiling points only 
it was the wrong way round: could they have misread the question?  
 
Q 17 involved chemistry normally learnt at SEC level: 14 of the 34 candidates scored 6 
or fewer points out of 16 which suggests that material not specifically covered during the 
sixth form intermediate chemistry programme may remain unknown to most of the 
candidates.  
 
Q 19 was the worst answered question in the examination: again it dealt with organic 
chemistry (of propenoic acid): several students simply ignored most of the parts in the 
question. 
 
Section C 
 
Nine candidates attempted Q 20 with most scoring respectable marks. Q 21 was a popular 
choice (20 attempted it) and the worst answers were given in part (b). Some students 
confused free radical with electrophilic mechanisms. The main difficulty encountered in 
Q 22, which was answered by 12 candidates, seemed to be that of producing a 
sufficiently detailed answer that is presented in a logical way.  Only one candidate 
answered part (b) (on test of purity for water) correctly. Performance in Q 23, which was 
attempted by 24 candidates, was modest: in part (a)(i) several students just explained the 
meaning of the term ‘homogeneous’ but left unexplained the terms ‘dynamic 
equilibrium’; the other two sections of part (a) were well answered. In part (e) few could 
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calculate well the mass of ammonium sulfate having the same quantity of N as 10g 
ammonium nitrate. 
 
Chairperson 
Board of Examiners 
July 2006 


